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Various dynamic gas clirotnntographic inetllods for the deterinination 

of distribution isotherms in gas-solid and gas-liquid-solid systems are compared. 

‘J’lle influence of the colunm length, the carrier gas velocity and the nature of the 

carrier gas is discussed. Isotlmms of different sl~apes are studied. An equation for 

the calculation of distribution isotherms from gas cl~ron~atographic data is derived. 

which applies not only at low mole lractions but also at higher mole fractions. 

(I) Ix1’ROl~UCTIOS 

Various clwonlatographic methods for tile determination of distribution iso- 

tllerms 11ave been described in the literature -. l l”. Soinetinies gas cliromatograpliic 

(GC) nietllocls are tlie only means of obtaining these data under the given esperiniental 

circumstances. A co~iimon feature of these nlethocls is speed, The accuracy can be 

high but it \vill depend on tile methocl used as well as on the operating conclitions 

clue to t11e systematic error, wllicl~ is introduced by the kinetic nature of the chro- 

niatogr;~pliic process. INO coni~mrison of tlic various cl~17;m~i~ nietliods has been 

made on tlie basis of accuracy so Tar, mainly owing to tile lack of suitable reference 

nletllocls. In tllis paper nori-c(~uilil,riun7 GC inctliods for tile clcterrnirirLtioii of clis- 

tribution isotlleniis are conilxmxl Tvitli a.11 ecluililxium GC nictliocl. Altliougll in 

principle the classical static volumetric and gravimctric methods for determining 

distribution isotherms can be used as refcrencesNt’)~1”* lX~2”**11~**~~*15, these methods, 

when compared with the equilibrium GC method, have the disadvantages of being time 

smaller tcni~mxture range and being less lwecisc. 

(2.1) The Irnrr.spYt JhCliOlL ill. Itort-l?drrctrY c/t~~orllrrlo~Y~~~~~~t.,) 
Ihtrilmtion ccluilibriun~ data can lx obtainccl from the transport function, 

whicll clescrilxs the concentration as a function of place and time. The transport 

iunction can be clcrivcd from tile mass balance in a column segment of length dz 1)~ 
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combining the resulting mass balance equation with an kquation relating the concen- 
tration in the fised bed and fluid stream: 

a<$> +( I. - E.,,t) a<cl”> a<v*cy> ??I 

~_ _--._- = ---- 

at at az 
f J-J; ,,, .5!%$2 (14 

E ??I. 

where : 

x = 

t = 

c,y = 
zI= 

< >= 

length coordinate 
time 
concentration of component 
sidered to be homogeneous 
concentration of component 
fluid velocity _. 
average over the corresponding cross-sectional area 

&n = fraction of cross-sectional area occupied by the fluid stream 
I -&?I& = fraction of cross-sectional area occupied by the stationary bed 

u;, = dispersion coefficient of component i in the mobile phase due to 
diffusion and convection, 

(Ib) 

2’ in the stationary bed s which is con- 

i in the fluid stream VC 

An expression for the mass transfer between the fluid stream and the fixed bed 
can be used for eqn. xb. In thlJ ‘C case the transport function can be derived47-50 if 
the mass transfer equation is linear which implies a linear distribution isotherm 
(linear chromatography). 

For a non-linear distribution isotherm (non-linear chromatography) a rigorous 
simplification is necessary in order to achieve a solution of eqn. I. It is assumed that : 

II;,,, = 0 ; 

<c;) = f”(( cl’>) = distribution isotherm for the fixed bed and the fluid 
stream ; 

<v> is constant; 
so that eqn. I reduces to: 

( Cl& + E-r_&% ) a-$ > a-Q> * a-- = -<v>.- 

cl&> at a2 
(2) 

in which d< c”,>/d< cl’> is the first derivative of the distribution isotherm. Eqn. 2 can 
be solved”l-5” for the case when the sample enters the column in a very short time, 
resulting in an equation for the migration velocity ztC of a concentration (c:?‘>: 

clz ( > <V> 

dlc 
= ?I.= = ---__-_- 

(1 - 4 da 5> 
I+ -__-. 

Em 
Cl<CT > 

(3) 

l?rom eqn. 3 an expression which describes the residence time tc of the concentration 
< ciB) in the column can be derived: 
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in whicli L. = length of tile colunm. 
The output function (elution function) describes tile concentration in the colunm 

ell’luent as a function of time. Tile output function is determined by eqn. q. mid the 

coriclitionlH: 

(5) 

in ivllicll < ~~>lll,l~‘~ = ninsimum concentration of component I: in tile fluid stream at 
tlic column esit (2 = L) 

Q.d =1 amount of wmponent i injected into the colunm 
TU = flow rate. 

Eqns. 4 and 5 predict an elution pdi with a sharp top, a vertical flank and a 
&uik following eqn. 4. 

(3.2) 7’h tvmzs~o~t fwlctioil iu Zi12cnr cltrollrntv~l~li~l~~~ with higher mob f~t1cti0~1.s 

In tlie case of liiglier mole fractions the fluid velocity is influenced by the mass 

exchange lxtween fluid stream and stationary bed a~~B.1--(i3. l‘liis case can be treated 
if eqn. x is simplihed by assuming: 

Z-L = 0 and <c’;) = ZiTt - < c.y> = n linear distril~ution isotherm, resulting in : 

i;‘<cI)L> 
(I + K;) ‘--i;lr-- = - ( 

a<cl”;. i?<C> 
<I’>‘ifd-- -{- <c;l)>._ 

2 ) (6) 

with KY = Ii; (I -E,,~)/F.,!,, = capacity ratio ancl where ATi = (CT>/< cl”> = distri- 
bution coefficient of conl;xnent i l~etwcen the stationary bed (s) and the lluid 
strcmi (m) . 

Substituting the mole fraction <xl”) for tlie concentration an espression for the 
migration velocity I/~ of a mole fraction (xl”) can 1x3 clerixred for tlie cast \vlien the 
sample enters the column in ;L very short time: 

<T!) + .:.\‘[)1>. ‘22_ 

tk:sjll> ,(*r I -_--.--_--__- 
I _t- ,C;l 

(7) 

If eqn. 7 is used for the saniplo as Tvcll as for the eluent, IL solution can he found \vliicli 
clescril,es tllc dependence of tlic Huicl x~elocity on tlic mole fraction ancl the cnpxity 
ratio of tlic component: 

<II>0 
<Tf.r> -_ --.------.C_ 

KT 

(8) 

Ill 
I - ---I-. <.yl > 

I + K; 

wlierc <o>~ = fluid velocity iti absence of component i. 
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Substitution of eqn. S in eqn. 7 gives the final expression for tile migration 
velocity of a mole fraction <xl”>: 

<7J>o 
ZL:,; = 

(I -j- K;) ( 
K* 

I - * <,$ > 
I + K; ) 

‘2 
(9) 

l’rom eqn. 9 ail espression for the residence time tz of a mole fraction <:vr> in tlie 
column can be derived: 

Eqn. IO determines the output function at higher mole fractions of component 2’ in 
the fluid stream, At low mole fractions eqn. IO approaches eqn. 4 taking into considcr- 
ation that for a linear distribution isotherm d< cT)/d< c:)l> = I<;. Equation+@ slightly 
different from eqn. IO can be obtained as a result of a more simplified treatment of 
the problem. 

(2.3) Inflzccwe of the heterogeneity of the stntiomwy bed 
In the theoretical model the stationary bed is assumed to be homogeneous. 

In practice however the stationary bed is far from homogeneous. A chromatographic 
column in general consists of a stationary bed of porous particles and a fluid flowing 
through the space between the particles. The porous particles which together with 
the column wall form the stationary bed consist of a solid matris and pores filled wit11 
either mobile phase (gas or liquicl) or stationary liquid or botll. A packed column con- 
tains pores of two sizes: wide inter-particle pores in which flow occurs and narrow 
intra-particle pores in which no flow occurs. In the theoretical model the distribution 
of the sample between the fluid stream on the one hand and all of the stationary phases 
on the other hand is consiclerecl. Leaving out the bull; of solid matris, which cloes 
not absorb the sample, the following stationary phases can take part in the distribution 
process : 

(a) the stagnant part of tile mobile fluid phase in the intra-particle pores 
(1)) the stationary liquid in the intra-particle pores; 
(c) the surface of the solid matris; and 
(d) the interphase of the mobile fluicl and stationary liquicl. 
Accordingly the tot’al differential change (I --&,,I) ‘Cl< CT> of the ar110u11t of a 

component in the stationary bed per unit of volume of tile column equals the sum of 
the partial differential changes in the various stationary phases. By substituting the 
corresponding sum: (Ed - E~,~) - clca -/- EP’ dca-/- clb’ clcl _t- cl, * clcJ for (L - E,,,,) - cl<cT) in 
eclns. 3 and 4 the migration velocity and residence time of a concentration c:i are 
described as functions of the equilibrium distribution isotherms for tile various 
stationary phases and the mobile phase: 



<7~) *E,,~/B~ = migration velocity of tlie mobile pliase 
fraction of the column volume occupied by the mobile phase 
fraction of the coluinn volume occupied by the stationary liquid 
ci 

I)( = concentration of component i in the mobile phase a), which consists 
of the fluid stream and possibly a stagnant film 
concentration of component i in the stationary licluid /3 
ratio l.>etween tile surface area of the solid nintris and the total volume 
of the column 
surface concentration of component I: on the surface 0 of the solid inatrk 
ratio between the interpliase area of tlie lluid phases and the totalcolunln 
wlunie 
surface concentration of coniponent d in the interpliase z of the fluid 
plmses 

tn, =- L/n, = retention time of the mobile phase. 

Since the equilibrium concentrations in the different pl~ascs are considered the 
symbol ( ) for the average value may be omitted, 

Often only one of the stationary phases takes up a significant part of the dis- 
tributed sample. Therefore the complex distribution may be considered as a simple 
t\vo phase distribution, which can he the distribution bctwcen either a stationary 
liquicl phase or the solid surface of the rnatris and the mobile phase. In this case only 
tile corresponding terms of eqns. II and II”, are significant and the others may Ix 

neglected. 

Tile distribution isotherm is determined point by point. It is assunied that the 
sample compound is distributed betm’ecn a single stationary pliasc ancl the niol~ile 
please. The concentration in the stationary plinsc is calculated”. I1 + lki froin an arca on 

the recorder chart : 

in wllicli : 

s ci = 

(13) 

average ecluililwiurii concentration in tlie stationary phase; an avcragc 
value for the ~vliolc colunin is obtained l>ecnuse of the gas cotnpress- 
ibility (see 5.2). 

area on recorder chart according to ‘I:igs. I and 2. 
sensitivity, defined as the area on the recorder chart divided by ‘the 
corresponding amount of component i. 
I-vlume of tile stationary l~liaso. 
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‘IIre concentration in the m0bil.e phase can be calculated from the recorder deflection: 
- 

‘IIL YOU 
C{ =- 

E- s 
( 14) 

in which : 

XI 
Ci = average equilibrium concentration in the mobile phase; the average 

value for the whole column has to be calculated since the average con- 
centration in the stationary phase has been obtained by eqn, 13 

Y = recorder deflesion 
0 = recorder chart speed 

77 = average flow rate of carrier gas in the column. 

The sensitivity S can be determined from the area of a chromatographic peak 
when the corresponding amount of component i is known, as well as from the recorder 
deflection obtained with a known mass flow of the component. 

(3,r.r) Penlz nanx~~n na~tTazocl~~~ 83q45 (Fig. I). 1 k series of cliromatograms, ob- 
tained by injecting various amounts of a component i, is produced in order to cle- 
termine cj as a function of cy at constant temperature. If it is assumed that ecln. 4 
can be applied to the locus of the peak maxima, CT and c;) can be calculated from 
eqns. 13 and 14. 

A\\\\\‘ peak maxima method 

V//h peak profile method 

Fig. I, l~ypcs of clwomatograms usccl in tlw pcalc mnsinla and pcnlz prolilc rnctl~ocls for the GC 
clctcrnliuntion of clistributio1l isotlicrms. 

(3.1.2) Pen]{ @ofJe ~~&]zo#, 10. rr--1~~,18, it), 2i92i -2(3,32,33,41-43,45,40 (1Tig.r) ( This ~lletll_ 

od is similar to the peak maxima metllod, however the clistribution isotherm is now 
determined from a single clironiatograni. Either the peak flank at the front or at 
the rear, depending on which of the two is flatter, is assumed to be described by eqn, 4. 
The isotherm can then be calculatecl by means of eqns. 13 and 14 from points on the 
appropriate boundary. 

(3.x.3) Stq5 fwofile ms?hod l-3, li,D, 15,17,22, 23,32,34,36,37-40,43 (Fig. 2). In this 
method carrier gas, containing the vapour of the component for which the distribution 
isotherm is to be determined, and pure carrier gas are alternately led into the column 
by means of a switching device. Switching results in the formation of positive or 
negative steplike concentration changes. Points on either the boundary resulting from 
the positive steplike concentration change or the boundary resulting from the nega- 
tive steplike concentration change, depending on which of the two is flatter, are used 
to calculate tile distribution isotherm, using eqns. 13 and 14 ancl assuming ecln. 4 
to hold. 
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(3.r.4) The n&or distwbmce nzetlzod24w 2ii’q a(‘* W ‘W ‘w (Fig, 2). Illto the vapour 
stream of a component, as is used in (3.1.3) and (3.2), a very small amount of tile com- 
ponent is injected. The resulting peak maxima at various levels of vapour content 
of the carrier gas are processed as in the peak maxima method (3.1.1). At high relative 
vapour pressures precautions must be taken to overcome the effect of condensation on 
the needle of the syringe. 

t 
Y 

Fig. 2. l’ypcs of chromatogran~s usccl in the step profile, minor clisturbarlcc and cquilibriuni 
mcthocls for the GC cletcrminntion of distribution isotherms. 

(3.2) Eq lti i piicvt. metltod+09 la9 2% 31~ d3 (Fig. 2) I, b, 

Just as in the step profile method carrier gas, containing vapour and pure carrier 
gas, are alternately led into the column until equilibrium is achieved, resulting in 
chromatograms of the type shown in Fig. 2. The areas A’ and A” correspond to the 
amount which is sorbed and desorbed respectively. The area between the point of 
switching and cu * tic, on the recorder corresponcls to the amount of the vapour present 
in the mobile please in the column. The retention times t,?,,’ and t~~o’f are determined 
with a non-retarded component. At the switching point for clesorption a step is ob- 
served if a change in the flow rate occurs. By varying the vapour content of the 
carrier gas a series of chromatograms of the type shown in Fig. 2 is obtained. This can 
then be processed according to eqns. 13 and 14 to give tile distribution isotherm. 

(4) APPARATUS . 

(&r) Co~lstrscctiotl. 

In order to perform the various dynamic GC methods on one and tile same col- 
unm under esactly the same esperimental conditions the set-up as S~IOWII in Fig. 3 
was devised. 

The carrier gas Ilow is regulated by a pressure control valve (Fairchild Hiller 
Kendall 30) and a mass flow controller (l3roolts, model S743). 

R, and R, are two matched restrictions consisting of stainless steel capillary 
tubing, 0.1 mm internal diameter and 5 m length. 

The column Cl contains the liquid, the vapour of which is led to the column Cx 
in which the adsorption or solution of the vapour will be measured. The column Ci 
consists of a copper tube, I m length and 4 mm I.D., packed with a solid support 
(Chromosorb W, 120-130 pm) coated with the liquid to 30-400/” w/w. 
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Either a thermostat (Becker 1452 I?), when working at temperatures ahve 
4o”, or a cryostat (Ha&e T ZI), when working at temperatures below 4o”, is used 
to control the temperature of Cl, depending on the volatility of the vapour and the 
sensitivity of the detector. Temperature control is within 0.2”. 

70 OmCToQ VENT 

‘Fig. 3, Schematic diagram of the apparatus for measuring distribution isotherms by the various 
GC methods. When Cl is to bc thcrniostnttccl the set-up on the left is usccl, when Cl 1s to 1~ crs’o- 
stattcd the set-up on the right is usccl. PC,, Ii,, .R,, l‘i, = flow rcstrictors; CI = evaporation 
colun~n; I and I.1 = injection ports; S -- switch valve; Cx = sorption colunln. 

Ii3 is a restriction matching Cl. It consists of a packed column, like Ci but \vith- 
out the liquid coating. 

The injection ports I and II can be heated up to 200~. It was found necessary 
to use special Teflon@- coatecl injection septa (Hamilton) as otller materials in\*arial>ly 
caused deactivation of adsorbents at tile injection temperatures used (IOO-200~). 
A precision syringe (Hamilton) is used for the injection of tlie sample into the in- 
jection port. 

The volunle of the tubing from injection port I to C, was estimatecl to be 0.15 ml 
and from injection port II to C, o.oG ml. 

The switching valve is a high temperature sampling valve (Valco VW-6-HT). 
Depending on which of the two possible positions it is in, either pure carrier gas or 
carrier gas loacled with vapour can be fed to column C,. 

Cx is the column containinghther the adsorbent or the solvent, the l.atter 
coated on a granular (ideally inert) support, upon which or in which the clistribution 
isotherm of the vapour, generated in Cl, is determined. The column is thermostattecl 
by an air bath (Becker 1452 P) to within 0.2’. 

R, is a restriction matching C, and consists of a column, like Cx, packecl wit11 
an,inert granular material with the same particle diameter as that used in Cx. 

A flame ionisation detector (ND) of our own construction was used as sensor. 



The signal is processed by an electrometer amplifier (B.xker 2032-E) and recorded 
by ;L potentiometric recorder (Philips PR-22x0). 

Time measurements are done wit11 a stopwatch with :L precision of 0.1 sec. 

Tile following procedure is followed for the equilibrium method (3.2). 
(I) The switching valve is set in the position where only carrier gas is admitted 

to C,. The recorder deflection is adjusted to zero for this position: ” .’ 
(2) The switching valve is now set in the position where carrier gas loaded fvitli 

vapour is fed to column C x, in which the vapour is sorbed. 
(3) After a constant recorder deflection is attained tile valve is switched bacl; 

to the first position and the vapour is desorbed from column C,. 
(4) The equilibrium concentrations of the vapour in the mobile phase (gas) and 

stationary phase (solvent or adsorbent surface) in co1uxn11 Cx are calculated from tllc 
recorded cl~roniatograms (Fig. 2). 

In practice perfect matching of the flow rcsistanccs, so that no change in flow 
through Cx occurs on switching, is difficult to achieve. However, matching is less 
critical \vhen tllc detector response is proportional to the mass flow (ND) than when 
tllc response is proportional to the concentration (catliarometer). A check on the effect 
of incomplete matching is made possible by the fact that the resulting areas of sorption 
and desorption should be equal. The cliffercncc between the areas of sorption ancl clc- 
sorption was found to be less than 2 “/I in most c.xperiments. In the case of methanol 
ho~ve\*cr the areas of sorption were significantly greater than the corresponding 
areas of clesorption (set section 5.4). This effect is due to tile higher non-linearity of 
the isc)tllernl resulting in a tail whicll almost disappears in the base line but whicll 
represents a significant portion of tllc sorbed component. Tlic standard deviations 
of tl:e arcas for sorption or desorption were found to lx I ~(5 for [(I - h) l&U 3 * 
[:cl<c:>/cl<c~~‘>] > 0.5. 

Only a- small correction for the volume (0.15 or 0.06 ml) of the tubing between 
tile injection port and the column Cz, which in practice has a volume of 5-20 nil, has 
to be made. Cross leakage at the switching valve connections was found to be un- 
cletcctable at first, but to have increased to about I “/G after regular use over a period 
of six months. The switching valve showed no memory. 

The step profile method (3.1.3) is carried out analogously to the equilibrium 
metliocl except for tlie interpretation, in which eqns. 13 and 14 arc appliecl to points 
on tile positive or ncgativc steplilce boundary. The peak methods (3.1.1 and 3.1.2) 
are performed with the switch in the position where pure carrier gas is fed into column 
Cs. The sample is tllcn injected through injection ,port II. The minor disturbance 
methocl (3.1.4) is pcrforniccl with the switch in tile position where vapour containing 
carrier gas is fed into C,. In this case injection port P is used. 

The reproducibility of the FID characteristics from clay to day is hampered by 
the varying ionization ef’ficiency. In accordance with the literature”’ it was found that 
the sensitivity varies up to 10 4<, depending on the magnitude of the atmospheric 
pressure fluctuations. The FID is adjustccl to maximum sensitivity with the aid of 
LL signal resulting from feeding vapour containing carrier gas to C,. First the air flow 
to the flame is set for tiiasiniuxn signal and then the hyclrogen flow. It was found that 
the sensitivit\: S is practically inclependent of the 110~ rate of tile carrier gas provided ,. 
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the FID is operated within its linear range. The linear range of the ITID is determined 
by plotting the logarithm of the recorder deflection at constant carrier gas ilow rate 
OS. the inverse of the absolute temperature at which the vapour, fed into the carrier 
gas, is generated. The ordinate of the resulting graph is calibrated with vapour pres- 
sure values obtained from the literature. The end of the linear range is recognized by 
a deviation from linearity in the experimental graph. Two estrerne cases are shown 
in Fig. 4, viz. dodecane for which the FID has a high sensitivity and carbon tetra- 
chloride for which the FID has a low sensitivity. From graphs of various other com- 
ponents the end of the linear range of the ITID was found to be practically the same 
as found from Fig 4. The linear range of the FID is thus seen to be independent of the 
component used. 

J 
m w 31 33 3s 37 3s 41 

-T-'x104 

Fig. 4. Logarithmic plot Of the clctcctor signal (y in mV) vs. the invcrsc of the absolute tcmpcrnturc 
(“‘K-1) of the cvaporntioii colunin in Fig. 3. A, results obtninccl for cloclcca~~c, q , results obtninccl 
for carbon tctrachloriclc. 

A more direct method of determining the linear range of the detector, made 
possible by the set-up used, is to compare the areas of sorption and desorption in tile 
equilibrium method when matching is incomplete as shown in Fig. 2. If at a certain 
vapour content of the carrier gas the area for adsorption becomes significantly larger 
than the corresponding area for desorption the end of the linear range has been reached. 

The upper limit of the range of the FID was found to be of the order of IO-~ A 
by both methdds, thus giving a linear dynamic range of ION, the standard deviation 
of the noise being estimated at 4.10-13 A. 

(5) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The following notation is used to characterize the results of the different GC 
methods for the determination of distribution isotherms: I, peak profile method 
(r); II, peak maxima method (A); III, step profile method (0) ; IV, minor dis- 
turbance method (x) ; V, equilibrium method (0). 

Diatomaceous earth was used as adsorbent or support for the liquids (Chromo- 
sorb \V@ (Johns-Manville), non-acid-washed, particle diameter tlP 120-130 ,um, spc- 

J. Ci~vo,mlogv., 58 (1971) 137-158 
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citic surface area 2 mz/g and Chromosorl) G@ (Johns-Manvillc), acid-washed, treated 
with di~~zetl~yldicl~lorosilane, particle diameter (I?) 120-130 pm, specilic surface area 
0.3 m”/g) . 

All the chemicals (Merck, Analar or I3.D. H.) used were the purest grade available. 

The adsorption isotherms of acetone and methanol on Cllromosorb W at 1110~ 

were determined by the various GC methods in columns of 50, IOO and 200 cm length 
ancl 4 mm I.D. The isotllerms were determined in triplicate by each method on each 

column. The precision of the measurements in a given column by a given method was 
found to be better than 3 %,. Esamples of chromatograms obtainecl and used with 
the different methods are sl~ow~z in Fig. 5. A systematic difference was found between 
the results obtained by tile various GC methods. Typical esamples are sllown in 
Figs. Ga and 13. 

Fig. 5, Chrotnnto~rams obtainccl by tlw various CC rnctlwcls for rl. convcs clistril.)ution isotherm. 
Snn1plc : lllctllallol ; c011111111 : 100 x 0.4 cm, pclcil~~ 3.39 6 Cliron~osorb IV; tcnipcmturc: llo”; 
carrier gas: nitro&cn r .25 cm s~1c-~. 

Tile deviations between ecluilibrium and non-equilibrium measurements can be 
esplainecl by the kinetic nature of tile clironiatographic process. Diffusion, convective 
noising and mass transfer will affect the results of non-equilibrium measurements to 
some extent. 

As can lx espected tile results obtained by the equilibrium method are not 
affected by the length of the CO~UIIIII, whereas the differences in the isotherms obtained 
by the different non-equilibrium methods diminishes slightly with increasing column 
length. The endpoint of the isotllerms measured by the step profile method coincide 
with the equilibrium measurements since these values arc determined in tile same 
way in both methods. 

The detector was calibratecl according to Fig, 7 which shows a plot of the loga- 
rithm of the recorder defection vs. the inverse of the absolute temperature at which 
the vapour was generated. The sensitivity S for the vapour in the I?ID can then be 
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Fig. 6. Examples of convex distribution isotherms obtsinccl by the various GC methods using 
diffcrcnt column lengths. Sample: acetone; system : Chromosorb W/nitrogen; temperature : I IO”. 
(a) column length 50 cm: (b) column length 200 cm. 

Fig. 7. Calibration of the detector: 0 = detector response 3~ (nit-) ; A = corrcsponcling vapour 
pressures p (mm) of acetone from the literstureaG. 

found by calibration with vapour pressure values from the literature or by estrap- 
olating to the boiling point at the pressure used. 

(5.2) EflecC of CV te velocity of the carriev gas and jweswwe droy5 cwoss Ihe colzcmt. 
First of all the effect of the carrier gas flow on the detector characteristics has 

to be considered. For the detector used (FID) it was found that the sensitivity S 
was independent of the flow rate providing the detector was operated within its linear 



range , The linear ranfge of tl.le l;III, when expressed in units of vapour pressure of a, 
given com,ponent, decreases as the flow of the carrier gas increases. The latter effect 
limits the vapour pressure up to which the effect of the carrier gas velocity on tile 
isotherm measurement can be investigated. 

In deriving eclii. 4 the Iluid velocity was assuniecl constant along the column. 
When the eluant is a gas, however, the fluid velocity increases with tile length co- 
ordinate .z because of the gas com~~r~ssil~ility. ‘I’lle following espression can be derived 
for the velocity gradient in tlie colunm : 

(1.5) 

wliere < 71>~,,0 is the lluicl velocitJr at the beginning (z = 0) of tile cr~lun~n ancl jh, 
and fin, are the pressures at the lxginning and end of tllc colu~nn, respecti\*el>*. As 
long as tile velocity gradient remains small, ecln. 4 may lx appliecl after substituting 

--- 
the average linear velocity of tlie mobile phase over the lengtli of tile column <7~> 
for < o>. 

In the stationary state, a concentration gradient occurs along the colun~n 
because of tile gas compressibility. The concentrations in the mobile and stationary 
please obtained by tlie equilibrium niethod are tlierefore average values. I;rcm the 
equation”(i+“i describing the pressure graclient expressions for the average concen- 
tration T in tile mobile pl~nse in tlic column can be derived: 

where cl:: and c$_ are the concentrations at tlie beginning and end of tile colun~ns, 
respectively. T11c concentration c:;~ can be calculated from the detector response, 
the concentration ci:: can 13embtainecl by calibrating the evaporation colunin Cl (see 
l;igs. 4 ancl 7). An analogous relation for the partial pressure pi is obtained by re- 
placing the concentration (~1” in ecln. xG by the corresponding partial pressure. The 
average concentration in the stationary phase in the column is calculated by nleans 
of eqn. 13 in xvliicli A/S = Qf, i.c. the amount of sample contained in tlie stationary 
phase. 

The average values found for the concentrations in tile mobile and stationary 
phases are equilibrium data as long as the portion of the isotherm o\ter wliicll tlie 
concentrations are averaged can be considered as linear. 

The systematic error introduced by the con~pressibility of tllc carrier gas is 
negligible in dynamic GC methocls for the determination of distribution isotherms 
as lo*& as the pressure ratio +I,/$~ is nearly 1. In this work the pressure drop was 
o.og-0.2 ah and the outlet pressure atmosplieric. 

The inf-luencc of tlie carrier gas velocity was inx.estigated for the adsorption of 
acetone on Chroniosorb \Y at ILoo in a column of I 117 length and 4 nini diameter. 
In the velocity range of 0,5--4 cni/sec, tlie effect of tile carrier gas velocity on the 
isotlm-Ins obtained by the various nletliocls was ncjt found to 1.~3 significant. 
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(5.3) E&d of tl te mztwe of the cnwiev gns 
When using helium instead of nitrogen as carrier gas similar results are obtained 

with respect to the scattering of tile isotherms, the only difference being that tile de- 
viation between the peak maxima and peak profile method is somewilat increased clue 
to the larger diffusion coefficient in helium. 

The effect of the carrier gas on the distribution coefficient can be calculatecl’J%~~~ 
by means of tlie following equation: 

(17) 

in which : 

Ir’i = the distribution constant in either helium or nitrogen, 

d Li.,:: 
= the mole fraction of component i in the carrier gas, 
= the difference in second virial coefficients of the mobile phases ni- 

trogen and helium, 
AU.,& = the difference in second virial cross coeffkients between the com- 

ponent i and the mobile phase nitrogen or llelium. 

In ecln. 17 it is assumed that the average pressure in the column when com- 
paring the results in helium and nitrogen remains constant. Eqn. 17 was verifiecl for 
the linear distribution of toluene and dodecane on Chromosorb W, coated with 2 o/C, 
w/w squalane, at T = 100~. The following results were obtained: 

The sensitivity S of the FID was found to be about IO ~4 lower when helium 
was used as carrier gas instead of nitrogen under otherwise identical conditions. In 
contrast to the literature70, it was found that the optimum flow settings for the hy- 
drogen and air to the FID were practically unaffected when changing from nitrogen 
to helium as carrier gas, providing tile FID was operated within its linear range. 

(5.4) Eflect of tlze s?tn$e of the isothemc 
In Fig. S isotherms convex to the pressure ask, obtained by the various GC 

methods for acetone on Clxomosorb W, coated with squalane, are shown. The total 
amount adsorbed on the solid surface and solved in the liquid is related to tile mass 
of solid. From these results and Fig. 6 it can be concluded that increasing linearity 
of the isotherm brings an increasing relative agreement between the equilibrium and 
the peak maxima methods. 

Chromatograms corresponding to a concave distribution isotherm are S!~OWII 
in Fig. 9. Convex and concave distribution isotherms as obtained for dodecane on 
Chromosorb W ancl Chromosorb W coated with squalane, respectively, by various 
GC methods are shown in Fig. IO. 

It can be seen that the isotherms obtained by the nonequilibrium methods lie 
above the isotllerms obtained by the equilibrium method in the case of a conves 
shape and below in the case of a concave shape. This can be explained by the infludnce 
of the kinetic effects. 



Fig. 11 sl~ows a chronlatogranl corresponding to an isotlierm wllich is botll 
convex and concave to the pressure axis (see also Fig. 12) for the case of adsorption 
of clodecanone-2 on silanizcd Chronmsorb G. The profile nlethocls are not practicable 
in this case. Cornparing the signmid sl~a~xzcl isotliernis obtained by the equilibrium 
and peak nmsin~a metliocls for this case an alternating discrepancy can be seen on 
going from tile conves to the concave part of the isotherm, resulting in a “straight- 
ening” of the isotherm obtained by tlie peal; maxima nietliocl as comparccl \vith tlie 
isotherm obtained from the equililwium mctliocl. 

01 
0 IO 20 -- 

- Zmml 

l;ig. S. I.nfl~~cncc: of the shnpc oC con\*us isotlwrms on the results c~ldxu~lctl 1,~ clrffcrcnt GC mcthotls. 
Sa~nplc: acctonc; column: too x o,.t cm, picltiiig (I (,5;,) (=: 3.5.1 g Cliromosorb \V coated with 
O.OjC) g sr~ulll~~llc) and (1 =j ‘,!&) (---- 3.M . g Cliromosorb 11: contctl with O._jS g sf]ualanc) ; carrier gas: 
nitrogen, 1.25 Cl11 SCL ‘-1; tclllpcraturc 1 loo. 

I:ifi. 9. Cl~ronx~top2,rns corrcspontliii, 1’ to a COllCiL\‘C distribution isotlwrm Cll.~ti~iIlCYl by tliffcrcnt 

GC tncthotls. Conditions iLS in l:ig. 10 (1 ‘:,A). 
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Fig. 10. Comlmrisor1 of the results Of cli1:fcrcnt GC n~thocls for a COII\*CS ancl n COIIC;LXT clistril~utiO1l 
isotlwri~~. Snlllplc : clc~clecanO; column: 100 ic. o.,~ cm ; packing: (o<;;/,) (= 3.55 g Cl1romosarl~ I\:) 
wld (I “,$) (= 3.5-f g Clwon~osorb \\: coated Svith 0.039 &: squalanc) ; cnrricr gas: nitrogc11, I .2_~ 
cm WC-~; tciiilmx.turc I 20~. 

moles/ 
2. .d gram 

15. 

10. 

Fig. i I. ‘L’ypica!, cliro11intoga11i corrcsl~O11clit1g to a sig11iOicl slia.po~1 tlistril~utiori isotlicrni 011taincci 
by tlic pale 1nnxi11i.a iiicthod. Saniplc: cloclcca1~ono-2 ; colu~iiii: 100 x 0.4 cm ; lmclcing : S.s_1 g 
Cliro1nosorb C>; carrier gas : 1iitrogcii, I ‘35 ciii WC--*; tc1iilxx;~turc 100~. l’lic corrcsponcling isotherm 
is shown iii Pig. x2. 

Fig. 12. Siglnoirl sllnpccl isotlwriii clctcr1i1i1ictl 1)~ tlic cquilil~riu1n and pcx~k 1ii;~sit-m. mctliocl~. 
COnclitions as in Fig. I r. 

The determination of isotherms showing a strong convesity towards the pressure 
asis is systematically affected in all GC n3Al~ocls owing to the fact tliat the area under 
the tail cannot be accurately measured. In tile equilibrium method an estimate of tllis 
error can be made by comparing the area obtained for clesorption with the area of 
ad- or absorption. Both areas have to be equal. Only in the case of the adsorption of 
nletlianol on Chroniosorb \V was this systematic error found to be significant, as 
sl~own in Table I, decreasing relatively as the vapour pressure increases. All data 
are averages of three measurenlents. Tile standard deviation of the measurements 
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increased from about I ‘pl, ut low vapour pressures to about 5 ‘I?& at high vapour pres- 
sures. It can be seen that tlie absolute difference of htli areas renm.ins cmstant. 

31.5 2.t.o IS55 
4s.5 -1 I . I 3.9 

GO. I 53 s.0 . 
170 Gj 1s.z 

79 --7 /- 33.3 
00 ,Sd GO.6 

(5.-j) EgieCt Of t/It? ‘9lll~jUbel’ V/’ tlll?O~CtiCClL jLfi?tCS Of lllC i9lCYl tYllCCj' pt?lllC 
\Vhen the column in which adsorption or solution is investigated does not have 

a sufficient number of theoretical plates for the inert component wllicll is used to 
deternline Ilto, tile isotherms calculated by GC methods will lx systematically affected. 
In tllis case the residence the lnllLx of the IIeZ~li nmxin~urn will be smaller tlian the 
average residence time Ilfo. A relation between I ,llLLx and tlto can be derived niatl~eniat- 
icnllJ*71. 

LY being tlie nunihx of tlieoretical plates in the colunin. 
_-111 eslxriments Tvere carried. out with theoretical plate nunil>ers greater than 

300 for metlime, \vllicli was usccl as inert tracer. 

(_j.6) l..gicct of tt ~c rrldc _fvccctior~. ?:I!. the ~j~vOit6 j~/tnse 
Tlie 1;ID has a low sensitivity .S for cm-bon tetracliloride. Due to this fact tlie 

upper linear range of the F1D corresponds to a high vapcmr pressure of carhn 
tetrnchloricle (see Fig. 4). [Vhen used in a colunm containing Cl~ron~osorb \Y, coated 
with I j (;(, w/w sclualanc, the result is a linear isotherm; carbon tetracllloride is thus . 
\\*ell suited to stucly tile effect of tile mole fmction. In 1;i.g. 13 tile isotherms slicwn arc 
those ohtainecl by the peal; nmsitnn and ecluililx-ium methods. l’rorn the linear sllape 
of tile isotherm it can be concluclecl tllat in view of tile results in preceding sections 
the isotlierni from the pali iiiasiinx mctllocl slloulcl be identical xvitli the isotlierm 
obtained from tlm equilibrium mcthocl and tlmt any discrepancy I~etw*ecn tile iso- 
therms found 113’ tllcse two methods may be explained by qn. IO which a.ftcr re- 
arrniigeincnt reacls : 

I .c - flro 0 

( 
Ill K;@ 0 

-Me-- - ,<i . 

h, 
x - ‘><Xi > -I-- --* <xl’” ,- 

1 -I- rc; > 
(19) 



The peak maxima method allows the determination of (ts - t&/t~~, as EL func- 
tion of the vapour pressure, from which ic; values can be calculated from eqn. II>. 
The capacity ratio 1.~; can also be determined as a function of the vapour pressllrc. wit]) 
the equilibrium method. In Fig. 14 the esperimental vahes of of obtained 13~ both 
methods are compared. As can be seen the corrected values of the peak mnsimn 
method and the esperirnental values of the equilibrium method are in goo~l agree- 
ment in the range of mole fractions studied (< 0.1). 

1 IO 30 30 70 
-phml 

Fig. I_F, Correction for the influcncc of the mole fraction: (I) m = results of the peak Ill.aSima 

tnctl1od ; (2) (b = results of tlrc equilibrium nlctlrod; both corrcsponcling to Fig. I 3; (3) results 
UC the pcnk masinia method corrcctccl by means of cqn. rg. 

A critical point in the equilibrium method is the determination of the retention 
time InO of the mobile phase, The retention time t& (see l’ig. 2) in the sorption m>de 

can be measured after equilibrium is attained Le. when the recorder trace becomes 
constant. In the desorption mode, tn,, (see Fig. 2) cannot be measured since the flow 
rate changes slightly due to the change in flow resistance when the switch is set to 
the desorption position. Therefore it must be calculatecl nccorcling to eqn. S from the 
retention time t”XgO which is measured after clesorption taking into account that 

tRa/tRoo = <“o/m: 

I (20) 

According to eqns. 10 and 4 the mole fraction in the fluid stream and the,curva- 
ture of the distribution isotherm affect the residence time tnltlx of the peak mnsimum 
ancl the peak shape either analogously or oppositely depending on whether the clis- 
tribution isotlierm is conves or concave. In order to estimate tlw effect of the de- 



lxadence of flow on the mole fraction and of tlic curvature of the isotllcrm, eqns, 4 
and IO may be combined to give: 

(21) 

where < cr’>/C < ci!‘> = < _$‘) and assuming E, = E,~, . 

Eqn. Z’I is not esact since ecln. IO is derived for a linear distribution isotherm. 
It is, however, a useful approsimation which describes the combined effect of the 
mole fraction and curvature. 

The combined effect of both phenomena on the results of the dynamic gas 
chromato~rapl~ic methods for the determination of distribution isotherms can be 
demonstrated by changing the temperature. In general the slope and the curvature 
of the distribution isotherms decrease with temperature. Therefore an inversion of 
tile peak asymmetry may be espected in the case of concave isotherms when the 
temperature is changed. At low temperature the effect of the curvature of the isotherm 
dominates whereas at high temperature the influence of the mole fraction 011 the 
fluid ltelocity dominates. An esample of this “inversion” phenomenon is sliow~i in 
Fig. 15, The correct slope of the isotherm can be estimated by means of eqn. 21. In 
agreement with espectations n concave isotherm is found which tends to become 
ilnear at high temperatures. 

(6) COSCLlrSIONS 

l>>*namic GC mctllocls allow a rapid cletcrmination of distribution isotherms in 
g;~++~~licl and gas-solid-liquid systems o\*er a wide temperature range. 

‘1‘1~ peak maxima nncl tile penI; profile methods can be carriccl out in a COII- 
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ventional gas chromatograpl~y. The step profle, minor disturbance and equilibrium 
metliod$ recluire a device for the preparation of a constant sample stream and a high 
temperature, non-absorbing, switching valve. In the case of the profile methods a 
certain section of the distribution isotherm is obtained in a single esperiment, \vliereas 
with the other methods only a single point of the isotherm is obtained. Due to the 
kinetic nature of the cliromatographic process the results, obtained by the \w-ious 
dynamic GC methods differ somewhat. The highest accuracy may be espected for 
the equilibrium method. The greatest difference is found between the results of tile 
peak prolile method and the equilibrium method. Depending on the curvature of tile 
isotherm the data obtained by the non-equilibrium metllods are higher (convex shape) 
or lower (concave shape) than the data obtained by the ecluilibrium method. The most 
important phenomena influencing the accuracy in all the methods are the pressure 
drop across the coluxnn and the mass transfer, which affects the 1-luid velocity in tile 
column and becomes significant at higher mole fractions. In tlje case of non-equilibrium 
methods the accuracy can be affected significantly by the kinetics (diffusion, con- 
vective mixing, mass transfer) of the chromatograpliic process and the influence of 
the sorption or desorption on the local temperature’2. The relative error caused by 
the kinetics of the chromatographic process can be reduced by choosing conditions 
corresponding to a high number of theoretical plates for tile linear chrornatographic 
case. The pressure drop across the colun~n should be kept as small as possible. For 
the interpretation of the elution curve an equation must be used which takes into 
account the change of the fluid velocity due to the mass eschange between the fluid 
stream and the stationary bed. 

A limiting factor in,irnproving the accuracy of the dynamic GC measurements 
of distribution isotherms is the accuracy of the determination of the detector sen- 
sitivity. In the case of volatile liquids it becomes especially clifficult to inject an ac- 
curately known amount of sample. Therefore it is better to determine the vapour 
pressure, as described in 5.1, in order to determine the cletector sensitivity, 

Another factor which limits the accuracy of all dynamic GC metllods for the 
clcterrnination of distribution isotherms is the measurement of the average l-lo\\* rate 
zi= JZ,,,T/~~R~, V being the total volume of the column. The average flow -rate in the 
column can be obtained by measuring the flow rate at the column exit and by- con- 
verting it to the flow rate at average column pressure. Another method is to determine 
the volume of the mobile phase E,,&V from the volumes of the column and the packing. 
In the equilibrium method the accuracy can be improved by making certain rnodifi- 
cations, which also allow the determination of the simultaneous distribution isotherms 
of the components of a misture. It is hopecl to report on this subject in the near 
future. 

J. Chroutalogr., 5s (1971) x37-15s 
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